LAS POSITAS COLLEGE CURRICULUM CHANGES
Approved Spring 2020 for Summer 2020, Fall 2020 & Fall 2021

Modified Programs: Effective Fall 2020
Art: Emphasis in Painting AA
Film Studies Certificate of Achievement
Film Studies AA
History AA-T

Administrative Program Revisions: Effective Fall 2020
Fire Service Technology AS
Fire Service Technology Certificate of Achievement
Supervisory Management Certificate of Achievement

New Credit Courses:

**ECE 37: Preschool Foundations: Health** (1 Unit, 1 Unit Lecture, Start Date: Fall 2020)

**PHTO 51B: Individual Projects B** (1.5 Units, 0.5 Units Lecture, 1 Unit Lab, Start Date: Fall 2020)

New Noncredit Courses:

**NMAT 256: Geometry** (81 Hours, 54 Hours Lecture, 27 Hours Lab, Start Date: Summer 2020)

Revised Credit Courses:

**BUSN 86: Management Strategies & Dilemmas** (3 Units, 3 Units, Start Date: Fall 2020)

**CHEM 1A: General College Chemistry I** (5 Units, 3 Units Lecture, 2 Units Lab, Start Date: Fall 2021)

**CHEM 1B: General College Chemistry II** (5 Units, 3 Units Lecture, 2 Units Lab, Start Date: Fall 2020)

**CHEM 12A: Organic Chemistry I** (5 Units, 3 Units Lecture, 2 Units Lab, Start Date: Fall 2020)

**CHEM 12B: Organic Chemistry II** (5 Units, 3 Units Lecture, 2 Units Lab, Start Date: Fall 2020)

**CHEM 30A: Introductory and Applied Chemistry I** (4 Units, 3 Units Lecture, 1 Units Lab, Start Date: Fall 2021)

**CHEM 30B: Introductory and Applied Chemistry II** (4 Units, 3 Units Lecture, 1 Units Lab, Start Date: Fall 2020)

**CHEM 31: Introduction to College Chemistry** (4 Units, 3 Units Lecture, 1 Units Lab, Start Date: Fall 2021)
HEA 3: Women’s Health (3 Units, 3 Units Lecture, Start Date: Fall 2020)

KIN 61B: Water Polo Off Season Training (1-2 Units, 1-2 Units Lab, Start Date: Summer 2021)

MATH 156: Geometry (3.5 Units, 3 Units Lecture, .5 Units Lab, Start Date: Summer 2020)

MSCM 16A: Express College Newspaper A (3 Units, 1 Unit Lecture, 2 Units Lab, Start Date: Fall 2020)

MSCM 16B: Express College Newspaper B (3 Units, 1 Unit Lecture, 2 Units Lab, Start Date: Fall 2020)

MSCM 16C: Express College Newspaper C (3 Units, 1 Unit Lecture, 2 Units Lab, Start Date: Fall 2020)

MSCM 16D: Express College Newspaper D (3 Units, 1 Unit Lecture, 2 Units Lab, Start Date: Fall 2020)

Transfer Pathways (new/revised):

PHTO 51B: Individual Projects B- CSU T

Requisites (new/revised):

BUSN 86: Management Strategies & Dilemmas- Strongly Recommended: BUSN 40 with a minimum grade of C.

CHEM 1A: General College Chemistry I- Prerequisite: MATH 55 with a minimum grade of C or MATH 55B with a minimum grade of C or NMAT 255 with a minimum grade of C, CHEM 31 with a minimum grade of C.

CHEM 1B: General College Chemistry II- Prerequisite: CHEM 1A with a minimum grade of C.

CHEM 12A: Organic Chemistry I- Prerequisite: CHEM 1B with a minimum grade of C.

CHEM 12B: Organic Chemistry II- Prerequisite: CHEM 12A with a minimum grade of C.

CHEM 30A: Introductory and Applied Chemistry I- Prerequisite: MATH 110 with a minimum grade of C or MATH 110B with a minimum grade of C or NMAT 210 with a minimum grade of C.

CHEM 30B: Introductory and Applied Chemistry II- Prerequisite: CHEM 30A with a minimum grade of C.

CHEM 31: Introduction to College Chemistry- Prerequisite: MATH 55 with a minimum grade of C or MATH 55B with a minimum grade of C or NMAT 255 with a minimum grade of C.

KIN 61B: Water Polo Off Season Training- Strongly Recommended: KIN WP1 with a minimum grade of C, KIN SW2 with a minimum grade of C.
MATH 156: Geometry- Prerequisite: MATH 110 with a minimum grade of C or NMAT 210 with a minimum grade of C.

MSCM 16A: Express College Newspaper A- Strongly Recommended: Eligibility for ENG 1A/1AEX.

MSCM 16B: Express College Newspaper B- Prerequisite: MSCM 16A with a minimum grade of C. Strongly Recommended: Eligibility for ENG 1A/1AEX.

MSCM 16C: Express College Newspaper C- Prerequisite: MSCM 16B with a minimum grade of C.

MSCM 16D: Express College Newspaper D- Prerequisite: MSCM 16C with a minimum grade of C.

NMAT 256: Geometry- Prerequisite: MATH 110 with a minimum grade of C or NMAT 210 with a minimum grade of C.

PHTO 51B: Individual Projects B- Strongly Recommended: PHTO 51A with a minimum grade of C.

Discipline Placements (New/ Revised):

ECE 37: Preschool Foundations: Health- Child Development/Early Childhood Education

MSCM 29: Independent Study, Mass Communications- Mass Communications or Journalism or Multimedia

NMAT 256: Geometry- Mathematics

PHTO 51B: Individual Projects B- Photography

Distance Education:

ECE 37: Preschool Foundations: Health

MSCM 16A: Express College Newspaper A

MSCM 16B: Express College Newspaper B

MSCM 16C: Express College Newspaper C

MSCM 16D: Express College Newspaper D

Course Title Change:

BUSN 51: Accounting for Small Businesses

Course Deactivations: Effective Fall 2020

AJ 88: The Police and Hollywood

ARTS 13A: Acrylic Painting: Beginning I

ARTS 13B: Acrylic Painting: Beginning II

ARTS 13C: Acrylic Painting: Advanced I
ARTS 13D: Acrylic Painting: Advanced II
ENG 100A: Integrated Reading and Writing I
ENG 100R: Reading and Writing Center Lab
KIN AAE: Adapted Aerobic Exercise
KIN AAQE: Adapted Aquatic Exercise
KIN AIE: Adapted Individualized Exercise
KIN APA: Adapted Physical Activities
KIN AWT: Adapted Weight Training
MSCM 3: Magazine & Feature Writing
MSCM 14: Writing and Photo Publication

Corrections:

AJ 1: Basic Academy Modular Level One- Prerequisite: Successfully completed Basic Police Academy Modular Level Three and Basic Police Academy Modular Level Two, Passed the POST Reading/Writing Test (PELLETB), Passed the POST Physical Agility Work Sample Test Battery (WSTB) Test, Successfully completed Level Two End-of-course Proficiency Exam within 12 months of the start of the Level One course Completed the Academy Application process, including medical clearance, proof of medical insurance, DMV history and DOJ Firearms Clearance.


ENG 7: Critical Thinking and Writing across Disciplines- Remove: AA/AS GE: Communications and Analytical Thinking

KIN 24: Sports Psychology- Remove: AA/AS GE: Kinesiology
KIN 26A: Coaching Youth Soccer- Remove: AA/AS GE: Kinesiology

FST 7: Fire Service Conditioning & Physical Agility Development- Title Correction

MATH 27: Number Systems for Educators- Add: AA/AS GE: Communications and Analytical Thinking

KIN BD1, BD2, BD3, KIN WTW1, KIN ZUM1- Grading Option: OP